Kaarubaaru

Ragam: Mukhari
Talam: Adi
Composer: Tyagaraja
Version: MS Subbalakshmi

Pallavi:
Kaaru Baaru Seyuvaaru Galare Neevalle Saaketa Nagarini

Anupallavi:
Urivaaru Deshajaanulu Varamunulluppoguchunu Bhaavakulayye

Charanam:
Nelaku Mudu Vaa-Nalakhila Vidyala
Nerpukaligi Dheeghaayuvu Kaligi
Chalamu Garva Rahitulugaa Leda?
Sadhu Tyagarajaa Vinuta! Raama!

Meaning: (From TK Govinda Rao’s Book)
Raama! Who else could have wielded the scepter with such efficiency like you to the satisfaction and
delight of every structure of society, rural, urban and sylvan over the sprawling area of your kingdom!
Under your benign rule, righteousness in all walks of life was so meticulously maintained that triple
legendary rains every month became a fact. The subjects lived the full span of mortal life excelling in
arts and crafts, free from intrigues, jealousy and rancour.
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